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Title/Event   : Gyan Saptah Celebration Week 
 
Date    : 01st to 05th September, 2014 
 
Dept/Dhara   : All Dharas 
 
Venue    : A.G Teachers College 
 
Coordinated by  : All Staff members 
 
Guest/Speaker  : Dr. B.R Chaudhari (Retired professor of A.G Teachers College) 
 
Gist of the programme : 01st Sep: The circular arrived for the Gyan Saptah celebration. A meeting 
was conducted with the staff members and union members. A detailed planning of how the celebration has 
to be carried out was discussed. The distribution and the management of various activities were done for the 
rest of the days of the celebration. 
 
02nd Sep: Today the College conducted various activities to honour the celebration. It started with Patriotic 
song ‘Kar chale hum fida jano tan sathiyo’ sung by Hetal Solanki, which was followed by a speech on 
Gandhiji’s contribution for the independence of India delivered by Monika Chandak. To grace the 
celebration Hetu Sharma recited the poem by an Indian Poet Amita Modi titled ‘Three Curtains’. All the 
students enjoyed the three activities conducted in the Assembly and also had moist eyes after listening to the 
Patriotic Song. After the regular lectures, college also conducted a sports activity of playing Chess. The 
students actively participated in the game and adorned the celebration. After the game, students are all 
geared up for the next day’s activity of Teacher’s Day celebration. 
 

    
 

03rd Sep: On this day, our students got an opportunity to enact like their teachers and first three lectures were 
given by Hetu Sharma, Rakha Gadiya and Parul Darji. After this cultural programme was organised this 
started with Guru Vandana, followed by felicitation of professors by flowers. Hetal Sharma mesmerized the 
entire AGAIN by her song. After song, a speech was given by Babitha Reddiar on ‘Ideal teacher’. Students 
of our college showed their acting skills in a Gujarati drama titled ‘Aaj no Shikshak’. 

04th Sep: Today the College conducted an activity on expression of innovative ideas. Students were asked to 
write down their innovative ideas on paper chits and drop them into a box, kept in the classroom. Students 

enthusiastically participated and expressed their ideas. Also, another activity of poster presentation was 
carried out. Poster was prepared with slogans on ‘Women Empowerment’ written by students of the class. 



             
 

05th Sep: An oath Taking Ceremony of members of Student Union was carried out. The chief guest of the 
programme was Dr. B.R Chaudhari (Retired professor of A.G Teachers College). The programme was 
hosted by Monika Chandak. The G.S, L.R and all the members of student Union took their oath in presence 
of the chief guest, the Principal, faculty members and students. 
 
Vote of thanks  : Farzin Amalsadiwalla (GS) 
 

 

  


